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Warning sheet  

for Episode 1, El Internado 

(These timings were taken from Netflix; if you 

are using a DVD check to make sure that they 

are the same. The time stamp shows how much 

is LEFT of the episode, since that is what shows 

on Netflix). 

Everything in bold indicates that you cannot 

show the scene without drawing students 

attention to the questionable material. For 

example, it is hard to show the classroom scene 

with Héctor talking about competition (44:00) 

without explaining Marco´s response calling it 

mierda (followed by Héctor´s approval).  

I often play the video without subtitles so 

students do not notice the majority of these 

phrases (remember: it is the teacher explaining 

the scene that drives language acquisition... the 

video itself is not comprehensible input). 

1:06:08  to 1:04:24   María changing clothes in 

the forest, falling naked on Héctor 

1:05:00 culo 

1:04:57 joder 

1:04:08   teta 

1:02:40  coño 

57:53  cleavage 

57:38 to 57:35 Iván takes off shirt, Roque pulls 

pants up, glimpse of his underwear 

56:14  reference to Auschwitz (not vulgar, but 

since it forms part of a “joke” the reference may 

disturb some students) 

54:44  lo tiene agarrado por los huevos 

51:53  mierda 

48:29  el culo del mundo 

44:15  mierda 

43:51  mierda 

42:24  está cagando 

42:21 un burro empalmado 

36:30 – 36:27 glimpse of María´s underwear 

(you can briefly cover the screen and the scene 

will still make sense). 

34:58  joder 

34:28  gilipollas 

31:44  coño 

31:39  coño 

29:53  zorra 

27:45  coño 

24:53  hijo de puta 

23:47  hay que echarle huevos 

18:27  joder 

18:14  joder 

13:57  coño 

11:04  mierda 

5:29  una putada (you do not have to translate 

this faithfully, but you do have to explain the 

meaning in order for Jacinta´s response to 

make sense) 

4:54  jodida 

2:25 to 2:09  Héctor and Elsa in a bubble bath 

together. Strategic placement of bubbles so 

that there is no nudity, but I usually skip this 

anyways because it is so suggestive 

2:22  palo en el culo 

 

 

 


